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Systems comparison − N=4, d=1, %p=0





















Systems comparison − N=5, d=1, %p=0





















Systems comparison − N=6, d=1, %p=0





















Systems comparison − N=7, d=1, %p=0
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Systems comparison − N=4, d=1, %p=50




















Systems comparison − N=5, d=1, %p=50





















Systems comparison − N=6, d=1, %p=50





















Systems comparison − N=7, d=1, %p=50
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*SAT CPU TIME − N=7, d=1, %p=50
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KsatC CPU TIME − N=7, d=1, %p=50
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DLP CPU TIME − N=7, d=1, %p=50
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TA CPU TIME − N=7, d=1, %p=50
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Systems comparison − N=4, d=1, %p=0





















Systems comparison − N=5, d=1, %p=0




















Systems comparison − N=6, d=1, %p=0




















Systems comparison − N=7, d=1, %p=0
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*SAT CPU TIME − N=7, d=1, %p=0
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*SAT+GH CPU TIME − N=7, d=1, %p=0
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DLP CPU TIME − N=7, d=1, %p=0
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TA CPU TIME − N=7, d=1, %p=0
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Systems comparison − N=4, d=1, %p=50





















Systems comparison − N=5, d=1, %p=50




















Systems comparison − N=6, d=1, %p=50




















Systems comparison − N=7, d=1, %p=50
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*SAT CPU TIME − N=7, d=1, %p=50
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*SAT+GH CPU TIME − N=7, d=1, %p=50
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DLP CPU TIME − N=7, d=1, %p=50
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TA CPU TIME − N=7, d=1, %p=50
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Consistency checks d=1 %p=0
















Consistency checks d=1 %p=50
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